Wing

Solitude, refuge and a chance to focus. These are the desires of workers in open workspaces across the country. Bring tranquility back to the open office with Wing - a place to getaway and concentrate.

With its universal brackets and simple kit of parts, easy installation and flexibility of movement, Wing provides a movable space that can be located wherever necessary to create alternative spaces for employees to work. Power is accessed from the floor and can be routed to an outlet in the worksurface or a clamp-on power module. Wing provides a cost-effective way to create private spaces in the office for concentration with a wide fabric choices and accessories allow for personalization.
FEATURES

- Removable fabric layers
- Robust construction
- Semi enclosed spaces
- Universal connector

BENEFITS

- Simple to clean
- Users can change aesthetics in seconds with removable fabric layers. Sturdy structure for stand alone application
- No need for complicated fully enclosed spaces which are incredibly costly and difficult to move
- One connector creates all applications, minimizing inventory and cost

ACCESSORIES

- Under Mount Bin
- Availability Sign
- Availability Sign
- Mount Shelf
- Protective Holder